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1. Introduction 
Y. M. Chen [2J has proved that there exists a function of the class L(log+log+IJ)H 
with the almost everywhere divergent Fourier series by construction similar to the 
well同knownclassical example. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that there exists an everywhere divergent 
Fourier series of L(log+log+L)l一三 by Y. M. Chen's result [1J with respect to the best 
possibility of the order of the partial sum of Fourier series of L(O， 2π). 
2. The main theorem 
21:)， 
We shall give the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let .1 (t)，φ(t) be defined for b~O and satisfy the following conditions;ぇ;
( i) ，l(t) is positive， decreasing to 0， convex， and ~tì.' (t) is slowly varying. 
(ii) There exists a function g(的εL(O，21':) such that for every point XE[O， 
む(y)(x)> '}A'¥ for infinitely many n. ，l(n) 
(iii)φ(t) is non~negative and tφ(t) is increasing and convex. 
(iv) 1，...， 1，_，， 1 (ー五)2，l'(五)φ((五)1日)EL(O，2π) for some δ>0. 
Then， there exists a function 1 (的ELφ(L)(0， 21':) such that the Fouriεr series 
，diverges for al XE [0， 21'1:). 
3. Proof of the tneore殿
We put 
rp(x) = L: l.(j) cos jx 
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vvhere this conv企rgesfor al 必巴 2釘)to a function 
Fourier series of め9 because decreases tりoand i8 convex。
Now we consider the function 
=(判的(Z)=」ご ¥2π
:J n .10 
"'" e shaH ShOVl that this function f( xi is 
(1) The Four台rserIes of diャergesfor a1 XE [0， 
and i8 the-
there should be a XijE [0， converges and let 
S" 
Then by Abel's transformationD 
where 
ベ"s 
for i弓と 01 






1 )伊(j〉 jミ;00 
for j?;，n 
Since the nlatrix satisfies the Toeplitz condition， 




1. ~，~' . 2ー~Àω一一一-=一一­叫 2
for infinitely many払 80we have the contradiction， 
(2 叫E三
In order to prove this， as 
we n出donlv to show that 
18 and conve玄，
ELφ 
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???、 、 ， ， ，??? 、、 ，??、?、 、 ，??， ， 、??
??? ?
r2ππ 1 ，..， 1π1 ，..， 1 
孟 ∞mt-i。(-7〉(7)EY(7〉@((ー す〉(7)ZY(7〉dz
r27t π 1，."， 1 孟 const. ¥ -(一一~ ) (一一)2，i'(一一)O(const.(ー ァ)1吋 )dx
Jo' :.:" x' 'x' . x 
r2π 1 ，.，.， 1 ，_" 1 豆 const.¥ -(ー 1〉(-z)ZY(-z〉φ((-zps)dzく∞.
Q.E.D. 
4. CoroIlaries 
COROLLARY 1. Given any number e (0 <e孟1)， there exists a function of the 
c1ass L(log+log+L)トεsuchthat the Fourier series diverges everywhere. 
PROOF. We choose可suchthat 0く可<e.We put ，i(t)口(loglog t)ーはーが fort逗8
and extend it to be convex for t孟0，and put o(t) = (log+log+t)l-o. Then the conditions 
(i) and (iii) are satisfi巴d. The condition (i) is Y. M. Chen's remarkable result [lJ. 
Since 
1 ，..， 1 ，_" 1 ，.. 1 ， ，，_ {ー1+(εーの}ー(一二一)2，ì'(-:了)Ø((~)1+ò) 話 const. 一一一(log~)-l(log log-::-一〉
品晶 x' x "X 
as x.→+0， the condition (iv) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. If for any given positive sequenceμ，=0 (log n) there exists a 
function g(x)EL such that for very point XE[O， 21r) 
Sη(g) (x)>p." for infinitely many n， 
then for any given number e(Oく ε孟1)，there exists a function of the c1ass L(log+L)トε
such that the Fourier series diverges everywhere. 
The condition of this corollary is known as Zygmund's conjecture. 
PROOF. As before， we choose可suchthat 0<甲<e.We put ，i (t) = (log t)一<1-7，>for 
tミ2and extend it to be convex for t~o， and put O(t) = (log+t)l-e. Since 
{ーl+(oー η)}
ー(一一)2，i'(一一)O((一一)1+り孟 const.~ (log~) 
X ' X X 
as X→ +0， therefore the al conditions of the theorem are satisfied. 
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